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 Something like a dream, only better – Everyone was free, we were dancing all together. 
To share in such delightful pleasure - companionship with one another. 
Space, a sweet foretaste of heaven – Everybody lit with bright enthusiasm. 
A younger you, a wiser me, and then we all fall down. 
 

Children on their very best behavior – Like another time I wish I could remember. 
Turn circles in the sacred places - before we owned these names and faces. 
Masks of gold and glitter – Everything the same but still not quite familiar. 
A glimpse of paradise unseen and then we all fall …  
    Reminds me of my old home town, when circus magic came around. 
   The grandstand show at the fall fair grounds, with daredevil drivers, and rodeo clowns. 
 

The world would be remade in fabulous new patterns. 
 Mudane main street glowed , under twinkling coloured lanterns. 
Made special for some strange occasion  - A cause for true appreciation. 
To show we’re part of one great family forever –  
An opportunity to turn the world together. 
A shame it only lasts one day and then it all falls … 

The unexpected will catch the eye, a tinseled fir tree in July 
So fine to not quite understand. Like waking up in Fairyland.  

                                   
 (instrumental) 

 

We never pause to wonder how  the long-ago turned into now. 
Some love’s been lost but something’s gained.  The heart knows things I can’t explain. 

 

Waking from a dream is like reincarnating –  
Till the change of scene, we’re  actors backstage waiting. 
A song unfolds by circumstance. As long as music plays, we’ll dance. 
Keep the rhythm rolling on forever – There’s a silver thread that no fate can sever. 
We hope to trust the solid ground, and hold on fast to what we’ve found  
Its a dream to build a world around  - - -   

Until it all falls down. 
  


